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ABSTRACT
This project proposes an IoT based Smart parking system that integrates with mobile link. It
provides a comprehensive parking solution both for the user and owner of the parking zone.
Features are provided for authenticating a reserved user, identifying nearest free space relying
on the availability, navigating to the parking slot and computes accounts information on daily,
weekly and monthly basis. IR sensors are used to identify if a parking spot is free. Handiness of a
free slot is communicated using WIFI module knowledge, microcontroller and wireless statement
knowledge to the server and is retrieved though a mobile request. A scheduling algorithm is used
to identify the closest free slot supported the size of a vehicle. The link is supposed to provide
rich customer experience.
Keywords: IOT, WSN AND RFID
1.

INTRODUCTION

Smart town utilizes the data, correspondence and innovations to advance the working productivity for
people in general, benefits in quickening towards the development personal satisfaction for residents.
Internet of Things (IOT), Computerization, and Engine Learning are the rising patterns which energy
towards shrewd city appropriation. Any city can be measured for shrewd town activity, by presenting
framework similar, brilliant stopping framework utilizes a portable application to assist the drivers
with locating stopping openings, savvy traffic the executives to follow and examine the traffic
streams, Sharing data electronically, screen nature changes empowered sanitation and so forth.
Fundamental motivation behind brilliant stopping framework is to diminish time to find the stopping
zones, consequently to it lessens fuel utilization. Instruments would be conveyed in the stopping zone
and finished the portable application, client records for the stopping opening and permits connected
installment choice also. Creating nations like India, face issue for enormous free parking spot the
board. Traditional stopping the executive’s frameworks use sensors and other correspondence
module, however, does not address answer for both open and shut parking spot. Versatile application
that are utilized to discover a stopping opening use GPS associate through the Google map API to
discover free parking spot area yet does not locate the free stopping space area precisely. The
primary disadvantages of parking spot discovery frameworks are low exactness, light, and climate
condition. In this work, strategy to actualize Mobile claim to discover parking spot use IR device to
discover empty space.
1.1 EMBEDDED SYSTEM:
An entrenched system may be a manager programmed and measured by a real-period OS (RPOS)
with a fanatical meaning within a bigger motorized or electric system, often through real-time
feasting of embedded systems computing restrictions. he is entrenched as a part of an entire device
often counting hardware and motorized parts. Embedded systems controller many plans in communal
use nowadays. Ninety-eight out of a hundred of all microprocessors are factory-made to function
embedded system constituent. This comes at the worth of limited processing resources, which make
them significantly harder to program and to interact with. manage available resources at the unit and
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network levels also as provide increased functions, well beyond those available. for instance,
intelligent techniques are often designed to managepower.
Communications systems service numerous fixed systems from telephone switches for the
network to cell phones at the top user. Computer interacting uses enthusiastic routers and
network links to way facts.
Consumer microelectronics include MP3 players, movableheadphones, computer game consoles,
digital cameras, GPS receivers, and imprinters. Home appliances, like microwave ovens, washing
machines and dishwashers, include embedded systems to supply litheness, efficacy and features. Fig
1
Embedded system fig 1
(User Interface)
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1.2 CLASSIFICATIONS OF EMBDDED SYSTEMS:
TWO Types of EMBEDDED SYSTEM Fig. 2
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Fig 2 types of embedded system
Advanced HVAC systems use schmoozed thermostats to more exactly and competently control
infection which will change by time of day and term. like traffic lights, worksmanagers, and
largely compound systems like hybrid vehicles, MRI, and avionics Embedded systems range
from
movablestrategies
like
digital
watchesandMPplayers,tolargestillnetworks.Intricacyvariesfromlow, with one microcontroller.

1.3 Block diagram of an embedded system:
Anembeddedsystemusuallycomprisesanembeddedmainframe.Manyutilizations that have a digital
interface
microwaves,
VCRs,
cars
utilize
embedded
systems.
SomefixedsystemsincludeanOS.Othersareverydedicatedimportanttothe
completelogicbeingexecutedasoneprogram.Theseorganizationsareembeddedinto some stratagem
for a few specific determinations aside from to supply general determinationfiguring. Fig 3
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Blockdiagramofatypicalembeddedsystem fig3
EMBEDDED SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS:
Embedded systems in autos include control, body safety, engine security, robotics in amakingline, car
software, car accomplishment, E-com access, mobile phone etc.

•

Embedded systems in broadcastings include networking, mobile computing, and wireless
communications,etc.

•

EmbeddedSystemsinoutpostsandarmamentsincludeconfrontation, communication,
andatmosphere

•

Embedded systems in computer networking & peripherals embrace image handling,
networking systems, printers, network cards, monitors anddisplays

•

EmbeddedSystemsindigitalcustomercomputer electronicscontainset-topcases,DVDs,
highexplanationTVsandnumericalcameras.
2.

LITERATURE SURVEY:

2.1
CrossPlatformSmartReservationBasedParkingSystem
Governments today are taking most of the activities to teach and present gifts as a plan to improve our
nation and savvy. With the idea of savvy urban communities, on one hand, the innovation of carrying
thought to the physical world with Real Time working and execution is the thing that the resident's
and the administration is focusing on. It is said the most commutators invest more energy in
discovering spaces for stopping than driving around with the odd likelihood of really getting the
parking spots for themselves. The thought here is to actualize Smart Parking Solution. Brilliant
Parking gadgets will be acquainted with different parking spaces that will be associated with the
cloud and give Real-time refreshed from the UHF introduced sensors for accessible parking spots for
the client. The point of the gadget is to bring ease and take out essential issues like traffic blockage
with progressively commonsense and intentional arrangements. Anyway, certain parameters are to
consent like least showcase width and preparing power. The Proposed framework is a "Creativity"
because the thought making savvy city arrangements have not yet been executed in the packed
regions or region where getting parking spots is troublesome. A User-accommodating application is
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presented for the activities for User from finding a parking spot to booking space affirmed. The
hardware utilized in the entire activity is effortlessly constructed and financially savvy for the
associations to actualizeit.
2.2

ShrewdParkingbasedSystemformorebrillianturbancommunities

AsweasawholerealizethatIndiaisgettingmechanizedAccordingtothereport
producedbyPuneMunicipalCorporationthecityhasinexcessof25lakhenrolled
twoandfourwheelers,yethasparkingspotforjust1,800vehicles.Itkeepsuponly 16 off-road leaving offices over
the
city,
which
is
woefully
short
considering
an
expectedtwolakhvehiclesareaddedtothecounteachyear.Asimilarsituationcan
berightnowfoundineverysinglemetrocity.Likethiswehavesamesituationsin the diverse huge and
swarmed
metro
urban
areas
like
Mumbai,
Delhi,
Chennai,
Bangaloreandsoon.So,findingthestoppingspaceresemblesroundofmelodicseat. Particularly, it
turns
out
to
be
progressively
troublesome
when
individuals
needto
payweightysumsforsecretlyoversawparking’sorganizedinshoppingcentersand shopping edifices.
The
other
situation
is
that
individuals
decide
to
leave
their
vehiclesonstreetwhichgetsuncomfortableforindividualsstrollingonthestreets and furthermore there
is more odds of the vehicles getting towed for illicit parking’s Hence, to experience the above issue
we have proposed an android application which will be useful for the individuals to discover their
leaving spaces carefully. It will help individuals to discover the stopping closest accessible stopping
opening dependentonthearea.Itwilllikewiseguidetheclienttothedispensedstoppingarea. The charges of
stopping can be paid carefully or through candy machines. This application will have the option to
evacuate the pressure of the vehicle proprietor and furthermore the inconveniency that individuals
confronted ordinary due to arbitrary leaving on thestreets.
2.3
DesignandApplicationofaRotaryParkingSystemforaTrulySmartCityin
stepwithSmartCitiesTechnologiesandTrends
As the hominid populace preserves to supply, the big variety of motors and different buses in
municipalities keeps growing. This evolution, however, is attached with a snowballing involve land
for buildings, manufacturing, covering, and farming purposes. This leaves little or no land for parking
areas and slots inside the towns. leading to large jams forming daily, drivers caught in parking lots
trying to find a distinct segment to park, be it offices, schools, and places of labor. These jams end in
wasted invaluable amassed man- hours, time wasted that would, otherwise, be higher utilized. Hence,
there is a requirement for an automatic parking gadget, one which will make use of the to be had
limited area, lessen misplaced man-hours, and offer an environmentally friendly choice to the
parking-lot jams. during this paper, we investigate this technology for computerized parking
structures and broaden an operating prototype of a Rotary Parking System, in-line with the SmartCity needs. Drivers can either use buttons, their smart phones, or other identifying techniques to park
their cars. The paper affords the mechanical design steps, additives used, and therefore the
programming of the developed gadget. Then, the developed system is evaluated. Results display
successful application of the evolved machine; a running prototype additionally to a simulated system
become evolved for this paintings and facts display that, indeed, the developed Rotary parking gadget
has the power to scale back the variability of misplaced man-hours wasted on parking cars and help
reduce its related stress, further refining the superb of lifespan there.
2.4

Smartparkinginsidetheclevercityapplication

Insufficientparkingcapacitiesproblemalmosteachconurbationtoday.Thedemand for parking area is
considerably
higher
than
the
supply
and
since
creating
new
parkingfacilitiesiseconomicallyverychallenging,itisvitaltolookforwaystomake
themaximumoftheexistingparkingarea,mainlyason-avenueparkingisregarded.
Thegoalisconsequentlytoapplysystemsforefficientuseofcurrentparkingspace, focusing specially
on tracking the occupancy of parking area and providing the statistics to drivers. A large-scale
pilot mission became implemented in HueskerHardiest within the second half of of the 12
months 2017. It worried testing of functions and subsystems for parking management in addition
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to tracking the turnover and occupancy of parking spaces inside the metropolis. This article
describes the direction of the pilot mission, the employed detection and action
factorsofthegadgetandalsodealswiththeevaluationandtheeffectsofthepilot tryingout.
2.5
An Andriod Application for Smart Parking with Efficient Space Management.
Reimbursing for parking may be a waste of your time and an inopportune procedure. To remedy this
problem, we introduce our system “An android application for smart bays with efficient area
management” which provides full automation of acquiring parking. Our answer will change the era of
individually driver. this may not waste their time anymore checking out a timer because the timer will
locate them. they are going to not to pay a ticket again for the rationale that they get the closest
position for parking the utilization of our machine and pay parking prices for the world.there is
likewise a module, the individual can deliver their vicinity for parking and that they get lease for the
parking slot, if the situation is in congested regions then the measure of hire may even increase.
Security is every other one, we provide safety for every car that registered for parking. Efficient space
running inside the parking place is likewise important. which will assist the utility's proper operating
and patron satisfaction. The person first wishes to register or create an account the usage of his
android smartphone and utility. This registration will save on our server. When the time for parking
the car, range scanned with a digicam and evaluate with the itemized quantity in sever, if they healthy
then the gate mechanically opens, newdo not. Only after the respite and or timeout call the car can
thoroughly get
2.6Al-Turjman,F.,&Malekloo,A.(2019).SmartParkinginIoT-enabledCities:A
Survey.SupportableCitiesandSociety,
The speedy increase in population has led to large traffic bottlenecks in recent transportation
systems. This not solely causes considerable pollution , and waste in time and energy, but also
signifies the problem of the auto-park scarcity. within the age of Internet of Things (IoT) and
smart town ecosystems, clever parking and relevant progressive solutions are necessary towards
extra sustainable future cities. Smart parking with the assist of sensors embedded in vehicles and
metropolis infrastructures can alleviate the deadlocks in parking issues and furnish the pleasant
better of services and income to citizens. However, several format components got to be nicely
investigated and analyzed before implementing such solutions. during this paper, we classify the
smart parking structures while considering gentle and challenging diagram factors.
2.7RachapolLookmuang,K.N.SmartParkingUsingIoTTechnology.
Smart parking the usage of IoT science helps to designs and develops a actual
smartparkingdevicewhichgivesdataforvacantspacesandalsohelpstheperson
tostumbleonthenearestavailability.Thispapermakesuseofalaptopimaginative
andprescienttobecomeawareofautomobilenumberplatetodecoratethe
security.Theusercanpayfortheparkingareapriortotheentryofthecarviacellular
payment.Thus,
insuringthereservationoftheparking.Theuserisnotifiedaboutthe parking location, range of slots
available and all other relevant information. The paper uses environment friendly algorithms and
strategies for extracting license plate text. An algorithm operates on the ultrasonic sensor
detection of the automobile getting into into the parking slot and calculates the minimum price
for theuser.
2.8WaelAlsafery,B.A.SmartCarParkingSystemExplanationfortheInternetof Things in SmartCities.
A paper proposes efficient way to unfold the problem of parking availability in the real time
country of affairs and to restriction the time consumption. In this,the
statisticsissentlocallywithgadgetswhichfiltersthedata.Thissignalistransmitted over the cloud for
the method as nicely as for assessment which makes use of laptop getting to understand
algorithms.
This
paper
makes
use
of
cellular
phone
softwarethatconnectsthecustomerwiththepropertimewebsitetrafficpopularity with the aid of
Google
API.
Thus,
avoiding
website
online
traffic
congestion.
This
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paperdoesnolongergrantthereservationfacilityforthevehicleparking
2.9. G. Uganya, Review on Parking Management by using integration of WSN, RFID and IOt

Late encouraging and rising innovations, for example, IoT, WSN, and RFID open the pattern to chase
out arrangements of a lot of confused issues in secure SPS. It gives sensible activity cost, solid
unwavering quality, accessibility, effectiveness, and demonstrate that they not scarcely in fact
conceivable yet in addition financially doable. In this way, those modest gadgets (sensors) are
required to have an urgent and fundamental impact to any recommended arrangements. Toward this
end, misusing late advancements to make and polish stopping parcels is contemplated with suitable
security issues. Here, recognizing, checking, and controlling are considered because the key
arrangement that gives genuine time data about accessible parking garages.
EXISTING SYSTEM
Usage of the automobiles is increasing very rapidly, but, the efficient parking slots aren't
available to park an automobile, which force the driving force to park a vehicle on the roads,
which is that the reason for heavy congestion on the roads and slow movement of traffic.
Although, lot of your time is wasted in checking out parking slot and while searching
unintentionally it effects environment by the emission of harmful and dreadful gases from
automobiles. This emission adulterates the air by CO2 and other gases by combustion of fuel.
INourexistingsystemwecouldnotfindthefreeslots.Themainprobleminvolvedintheexistingmethodistha
twedo nothavethe concept ofIOT.Thatwecouldnotfindthefreeslotsandfilledslotsfromourownplace.
4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

•

Toovercomealltheproblemsstatedabove,weneedaneffectiveparking system

•

Inadvancedparkingsystem,IRsensorswillbeplacedateachparkingslotto sense vehicle

andobstacle.

•

Sensorvalueswillbedisplayedondisplayatentrygate.

•

Oncecarneedtoentryinparking,immediatelynotificationwillsendtothe
mobilethatcarhasbeenparkedatposition.

•

AlltherequiredcomponentsareofgoodqualitysuchasIRsensorisused
whichwillsenseanyobstaclealso.

•

Powersupplyisrequiredtorunthewholesystem.Powerbackupshouldbe there to
provide 24X24 powersupplies.
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5.

BLOCK DIAGRAM:

5.1 TRANSMITTER SECTION

POWER SUPPLY
BOARD
IRSENSOR
1
IRSENSOR
2

GP
S
ARDUINO
UNO

IRSENSOR
3

RFLD TAG

ZIGBEET
X
ESP8266
WIFI

RFIDREADER
WEB PAGE

Transmitter Section
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5.2 RECEIVER SECTION:

Power Supply Board

ZIGBEE RX

MOTOR
ARDUINO UNO

Receiver Section

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:
ARDUINO UNO IR SENSOR RFID READER ZIGBEE MOTOR
IOT GPS
ARDUINO UNO
TheUNOisthatthebestboardtourgestartedwithelectronicsandcoding.Ifthisis often your first
experience tinkering with the platform, the UNO is that the most robust board you will start
twiddling with. The UNO is that the most used and documentedboardoftheentireArduinofamily.
Arduino Uno may be a microcontroller board supported the ATmega328P (datasheet). it's 14 digital
input/output pins (of which 6 are often used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz, a
USB connection, an influence jack, an ICSP header and a push button.

Arduino Board fig 4
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There are many versions of Arduino boards introduced within the market like Arduino Uno, Arduino
Due, Arduino Leonardo, Arduino Mega, however, commonest versions are Arduino Uno and Arduino
Mega. If you're going to create a project concerning digital electronics, embedded system, robotics, or
IoT, then using Arduino Uno would be the only , easy and most economical option.
ARDUINO BOARD
There are various sorts of Arduino boards during which many of them were thirdpartycompatibleversions.TheforemostofficialversionsavailablearetheArduino Uno R3 and
therefore the Arduino Nano V3. Both of those run a 16MHz Atmel ATmega328P 8-bit
microcontroller
with
32KB
of
flash
RAM
14
digital
I/O
and
6
analoguesI/Oandthereforethe32KBwill
notsoundlikeasifrunningWindows.The
boardisclockedbya16MHzceramicresonatorandfeaturesaUSBconnectionfor
power
and
communication. You will easily add micro SD/SD card storage forbigger tasks.

IR SENSOR
An infrared sensor could also be a tool, that emits to sense some aspects of the environment. An IR
sensor can measure the warmth of an object also as detects the motion. These sorts of sensors
measure only infrared, instead of emitting it that is called as a passive IR sensor. Usually within the
spectrum, all the objects radiate thermal radiations. These sorts of radiations are invisible to our eyes,
which may be detected by an infrared sensor. The emitter is just an IR LED (Light Emitting Diode)
and thus the detector is just an IR photodiode which is sensitive to IR light of an equivalent
wavelength as that emitted by the IR LED.
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IR Led

Object or Body

IR receiver

Reflected rays
from the object
IR Sensor fig 5

Anultravioletsensortripisoneofthebasicandprevalentsensorcomponentsinan
electronicpractical.Thissensorislikehuman’simpracticablesenses,whichcan be used to detect
difficulties and it is one of the common suggestions in real period. This circuit comprises of the
following components

•

LM358IC 2 IR broadcaster and headsetcouple

•

Strategies of the range of kiloohms.

•

Mutableregulators.

•

LED(LightEmittingDiode). RFID
RFID belongs to a gaggle of technologies mentioned as Automatic Identification and Data
Capture (AIDC). AIDC methods mechanically classify objects, assemble data about them, and
enter those data straight into computer systems with little or no human interference. RFID
methods apply radio waves to realize this. At a simple level, RFID systems comprise three
machineries: an RFID tag or clever label, an RFID reader, and a projection. RFID tags contain a
microcircuit and an antenna, which is used to transmit data to the RFID reader (also called an
interrogator). The reader then converts the radio waves to a more usable kind of data.
Information collected from the tags is then transferred through a communications interface to
variety computer system, where the data are often stored during a database and analyzed at a
later time.
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RFID Reader and Tag Fig 6
ZIGBEE:
The technology defined by the Zigbee specification is meant to be simpler and fewer expensive than
other wireless personal (WPANs), like Bluetooth or more general wireless networking like Wi-Fi.
Applications include wireless light switches, home energy monitors, traffic management systems, and
other consumer and industrial equipment that need short-range low-rate wireless data transfer.
Its low power consumption limits transmission distances to 10–100 meters line-of- sight, counting on
power output and environmental characteristics.
Zigbee devices can transmit data over long distances by passing data through a mesh network of
intermediate devices to realize more distant ones.
Zigbee is usually utilized in low rate applications that need long battery life and secure networking
(Zigbee networks are secured by 128-bit symmetric encryption keys.) Zigbee features a defined rate
of 250 Kbit/s, best fitted to intermittent data transmissions from a sensor or data input device .

Zigbee Architecture
Zigbee system assembly consists of three contradictory types of devices like Zigbee
coordinator,RouterandEnddevice.EveryZigbeesystemmustcontainsaminimum
ofonecoordinatorwhichactsasarootandtieofthenetwork.
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Collection
of medical
Data

Wireless
sensor
Network

ZIGBEE

Intelligent
Smoke
alarms

Home
automation

Zigbee fig 7
The coordinator is responsible for handling and storing the knowledge while performing
receiving and transmitting data operations. Zigbee routers act as intermediary devices that permit
data to pass to and for through them to other devices. End devices have limited functionality to
talk with the parent nodes such the battery power is saved as shown within the figure. the
number of routers, coordinators and end devices depends on the type of network like star, tree
and mesh networks.
MOTOR:
Most electric engines work through the association between the engine's attractive

Motor fig 8
field and electric flow in a wire twisting to create power as turn of a pole. Electric engines can be
fueled
by
direct
flow
(DC)
sources,
for
example,
from
batteries,
enginevehiclesorrectifiers,orbyrotatingflow(AC)sources,forexample,aforce lattice, inverters, or
electrical
generators.
An
electric
generator
is
precisely
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indistinguishablefromanelectricengine,yetworksintheswitchbearing,changing
overmechanicalvitalityintoelectricalvitality.
Electric engines might be grouped by contemplations, for example, power source type, inward
development, application, and sort of movement yield. Notwithstanding AC versus DC types, engines
might be brushed or brushless, might be of different stage (see single-stage, two-stage, or threestage), and might be either air-cooled or fluid cooled. Universally useful engines with standard
measurements and qualities give helpful mechanical capacity to modern use. The biggest electric
engines are utilized for transport drive, pipeline pressure and siphoned stockpiling applications with
evaluations arriving at 100 megawatts. Electric engines are found in modern fans, blowers and
siphons, machine devices, family unit apparatuses, power devices and circle drives. Little engines
might be found in electric watches.
In specific applications, for example, in regenerative braking with footing engines, electric engines
can be utilized backward as generators to recoup vitality that may some way or another be lost as
warmth and grating.
INTERNET OF THINGS:
IoT devices are executed using both hardware and software components. Enthusiastic hardware
workings are wont to implement the interface with thephysical world, and to perform tasks which are
more computationally complex. Microcontrollers are wont to implement software that interprets
inputs and controls the system. This module debates the roles of both the hardware and software
machineries within the system. the needs of common hardware workings are defined and therefore the
interface between the software and hardware through the microcontroller is enlightened. IoT devices
often use a functioning system to support the communication between the software and therefore the
microcontroller. we will define the role of an OS in an IoT device and the way an IoT OS varies from
a traditional one.
Wireless communication
Cloud server
Temperature
humidity
pressure
IOT Gateway

Motion
Lux
sensors

IOT (Internet of things) fig 9
An IoT bionetwork consists of web allowed smart devices that use rooted computers, sensors, and
memo hardware to collect, send and act on data they acquire from their situations. IoT devices share
the sensor data they collect by joining to an IoT gateway or other edge maneuver where data is either
sent to the cloud to be analyzed or examined locally. Sometimes, these devices connect with other
linked devices and act on the material they get from one another. The devices do most of the work
without human interference, although people can interact with the plans for instance, to set them up,
give them commands or access the data. The connectivity, networking and communiqué protocols
used with these web-enabled strategies largely depend on the specific IoT applicationspositioned.
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GPS:
Stands for "Global Placing System." GPS is a satellite triangulation system used to

GPS fig 10
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regulate the bottom location of an object. The GPS system includes 24 cables deployed in space
about 12,000 miles (19,300 kilometers) above the surface. They orbit the world once every 12
hours at a tremendously fast pace of roughly 7,000 miles per hour (11,200 kilometers per hour).
The satellites are calmly opened in order that four satellites are available via direct line-of-sight
from anyplace on the world. Each GPS satellite programs a message that contains the satellite's
existing position, orbit, and exact time. GPS headset blocs the broadcasts from multiple satellites
to compute its exact place employing a development called triangulation. Three satellites are
required to work out a receiver's location, though an assembly to four satellites is right since it
provides greater correctness.
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS:
EMBEDDED C:
Embedded C is most popular software design language in software field for
emergingelectricgadgets.Eachprocessorusedinelectronicsystemisalliedwith entrenched software.
Embedded
C
software
design
plays
a
key
role
in
execution
specificmeaningbytheprocessor.Inday-to-daylifeweusedmanyelectricdevices such as movable
phone,
washing
machine,
digital
camera,
etc.
These
all
device
employedisbasedonmicrocontrollerthatareautomaticbyembeddedC.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This system presented the event of a fire alarm using the Arduino UNO. this technique undoes
the necessity of a personal to continuously monitor the earth. The monitoring goes to be through
with the assistance of sensors. Buzzer and Message alerts are wont to alert the specified
authorities. this technique could even be a coffee cost, power efficient and supported the
instruments that reliable also as durable. Many futures works also are possible during this system
design. we'll use the multiple nodes for one receiver node. GPS module could even be wont to
pinpoint the precise position of the hearth. we'll use the wind sensor to work out the speed of
fireside flow and its direction. Automated fire extinguishing system might be used alongside the
system. this technique is developed to implement the knowledge gained during the engineering
program.
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RESULT:
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